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DXSTRII31JTION OF LRJHANUM BWEEN .Q1JOUS ThIOCfl.NATE ND !$OF1LOflONE 

flODUTION 

The øe*iration oÍ the lanthanide e1ettsnta has ocoupied the 

mincie of ihists tar cver one hun&ed and fifty year. The lantha- 

nidee consist of elenients 57 through 71, i*nthann and luteciuin, 

elements 57 and 71, are not inner tmnsition elententa since lanthanum 

hae no 4t e1ectr,ns and luteciuui ha a full shell of foui'teen.1 The 

only differenee in eleetronie ßtructure in the lanthanide series is 

in the 4f electron shefl, WhICh aecoi.rnte for the similarity in the 

chedeal properties of the series. The iot stable valence of all 

of the elements in this series is plus three, although cerium, terbi- 

um, and praseodymium ala. exhibit valencies of plus four and euro- 

pium, aanarium and ytterbium exhibit plus te va lonios; however, 

tetravalent cerium and divlent europium are the only non-trivalent 

ions which are stable in aqueous solution. 

The addition of electrons into the deeply buried 4f quantum 

shell attendant with the increase in nuclear charge gives rise to a 

contraction in atomic volume from lanthanum to lutecium. This "lan 

thanide contraction" is exhibited as a steady decrease in the radii 

of the trivalent ions. Such differences in properties as exist 

among the tembers of this sertes tri a given oxidation state may be 

I tanthariwn 1022522p63023p63d104324p64d105525p65& 6a2 

Lutec lum la22s22p63s23p63d104s24p64d4f145s25p63&6s2 



ascribed to øize irrerences resulting freni this tontraction. The 

contraction i sifficieut among the lanthanides that atoniic and 

ionic radii drop be1cw the correonding 1us ftw ttrii, o]ennt 

39. The v)uea for yttri correspend rugUy to those of ho1um 

and dyßpro$iE, rking srtìon ùf theße three e1enent exceedingly 

d±ffteult. 

lt 2as only been since abcut 1940 that a atifactory method 

cf sorretion for pound quantities of the individual lanthanides has 

been developed. Up to about 1940, the lntbanide, with tho «xcept.on 

of oer±uni, were a)aost always eerated by factiona1 precipitation 

by a variety o anions, (22, pp. 260-265) (25, pp. 51-69) (6, p. 34e) 

Prior to 1939, oeium ves separated by ezploitirig ita dual valency. 

By idtin of atrongly bai, triva1nt cerium to the feebly basic, 

quadr'ivalent etate, almost e1eotive preeiitation of ceriuiu was ob- 

tamed. 

That praseod:îmiuu and terbium formed both tri and quaâxivalent 

oxides had been knovn foi' imny years, but not until l93 was it found 

that terbium could be oxidized in hydroxide meita, either elactroly- 

tieally or by potasei chlorate, (3, pp. 536-57) Trivalent 

hydrated ?anthande oxides are quite coluble in fused XO11HO at 
300-30°C, but oxidation of Pr203 and Tb03 tø the quadrivalertt state 

renders them non-competitors for the lrnited amount of water in the 

system. They therefore precipitate as the temperature increases 



above that at vhich imter i etinod, (13, pp, 15-20) These higher 

oxide8 can be reciaiied by deoantat±ori cf the melt and are not easily 

attacked by acetic cid By using thesc two procedures, thcir separa- 

tìn is quito easily acooriplished, 

arly studies on the biia1nt sttec of amariu2, europi aM 

terbix; thowe1 a cloe e resenblance existed between theue and the 

aikaline earths. It was found that by trocting a solution containing 

the trIvalent lanthanide acetates with sodium amalgani that aarium, 

europiim and ytterbium were reduced to the divalent stato and v- 

tracted into the arügaii, This led to a rather siaple method of 

seruting these elenients from the nondivalent lanthariides. (14, pp. 

3%-401) 

When a lanthanicle chloride iiixtum is heated with calcium 

metal, the resu2tìng mis1ietal contains none of the potentially 

dvalent lanthanide8. Samarium, europium and ytterbium are reduoed 

to the divalent state and are recovored in the calcium chloride slag. 

This methcd shows great promise for large scale sejiration. (18, pp. 

15-20) 

The ue of ion exchange in lanthanide separations was highly 

developed by the Naithatten Project wcrker. (20, pp. 2769-2777) In 

the lanthanide series, the adsorption sequence is L, Co, Pr, Nd, 

Sui, Eu, etc., but in the presence of citric acid this sequence is 

reversed, A technique was then developed, based on elution of ad- 

sorbed ions from co1un of ion cehange materials, with solutions 



1qthih fornt eomp1ees wi.th the adeo,ed ione, 9, pp. 1200-1201) 

0fl diaath'antape of irm exchange eytems is that ep«mt±ons 

by- th means are confined to relatively sna11 quantities of oxides. 

Iover, in aite of the ease of operating ion-exchange columns, 

they are re1ativly inefficient. 

Ya an effort to enhance the solubility differences for frac- 

tionn precIpitation ahernea, it was found that sequestering agents, 

euch as nitrilo-triacetic acid, ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid 

and natrai amino acids, woui1 sequester the lanthanidee in basic 

so]tinne nd that these sequestered compounds were reprecipitated 

On iacitiify5ng. (, pp. ?%-73'7) This method depended upon the 

aluec at th±ch the various ]anthanide complexes were stable, 

There have boon nmeronß pepore published in the literature 

concerning the pessbility of separating the lanthanides by solvent- 

extraction pr>oessee, Â concen t much used in solvent...extraotion, 

but a1)1inbe to any seperaton tmcess is the separation factox, 

(23, p:. 474-475) The seperation factor between two metals (A,B), 

is defined a A (phase 1) ,/' A (rkiase 2) 
B (*ase 1) / ¡ (phase 2) 

This ratio is always expressed as a number equal to or greater than 

1. It provides a convenient naeans of conparing systs and is in 

dependent of concentrations, 

Pepperd, Farne, Grey and Mason (17, pp. 294-301) have investi- 

gated the equilibrium distribution ratios of varions lanthanide 

nitrates between an organic ase of tributyl ortho iostate, with 



and without diluents, and aqueous nitrIc acid o1utions. They found 

that while the seuration factors were about ene when dilute itr1c 

acid was uaed, the se*istion factors becaste niere faoz!ubie iJith in-. 

creasing acid concentretiona and using this niethod plus dilute Ian- 

thanide solutions they succeeded in serating the lanthanidea into 

two groups. 

Weayer, ?opp and ICappelman (24, . 474-475) improved upon the 

procedure of ?e.pard, et. al. , and succeeded in producing one kilo-. 

gza of 95 gadoliniun oxide with the renialning 5% consisting of 

samarium and yttrium oecidea . They started with a 2O-O gadoliniun 

fraction, used numerous batch extractions, and subsequently ctracte:d 

it repeatedly in York Scheibel columns. At all times they main- 

tamed high nitric acid concentrations, above 10 normal, and per- 

nutted the lanthanide concentrations to diminish in each subsequent 

extraction. 

Bochinaki, Smute and Spedding (4, pp. 2-29) continued this 

work with TB?, using undiluted TB? and aqueous lanthanide nitrates 

without using nitric acid or salting out agents Separation factors 

increase with increasing lanthanide concentration and are almost 

independent of the composition of the lanthanide nitrato mixture. 

They found that by keeping the concentration of the lanthanides high 

in the extractor and by recycling the product streams, it is possible 

to make very significant eearatious in only a few stages. 

Templeton and Peterson (19, p. 3967) carried out batch extrae- 

tiene of aqueous lanthanum and neodymium nitrato mixtures with 
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n-hexyi alcohol. The aqueous jthase kept about 90% satursted in 

total nitrateß. TWo single Oxtr1tiI2S shoied erat.on factors of 

1.48 and 1.55. A three stage fractionation was also rforined with 

an overall separation factor of 2.14 for three stages and an aexgo 

of 1.29 for each stage. 

In 1941, Appleton and Seiwood (1, p. 2O29 reported on the 

ao1*bi1itiea of neodium elúoride, iodide, nitrate, thiocyanate, 

glycolate, acetate, citrate and aaetylacetonate in a wide variety of 

hydrocarbons, ethers, a1eohois ketones and estere, Ne&miuni thic- 

oyanate is very oiub1e in bUtr1 alcohol and although this o1vent 

Is appreciably soluble in wator, it appeared to offer the beat hope 

of success. An aqueous solution of lanthanum and noodyium thio- 

eyates was thorough1 shaken vith an equal velums of n-butyl 

alcohol. The nass tsnsfer vas abQut 5O and the separation factor 

1.06e 

Little reference vas nac1e in the work on liquid ectraetion to 

the actual n1ecu1ar species involved in the transfer of the lantha- 

nide elements froui an aqueous *xase to an organic jhase. The purpose 

of this work is to gain sorne knowledge of the ionic species Involved 

in the transfer of the lanthanide elements from an aqueous thiocyanate 

phase to an organic hase 



An ear»' routine study of different alcohols, ketoues, esters 

and cther organic solvents was nade to gain. some insight into the 

natum öf the otanic groups necessary to extract lanthanum tio'- 
cyanate. It was found that lower alochols, diso)ved in higher 

alcohols and icetonee , when equilibrated 'with aqueous lanthanum thio- 

cyanate, fcrmed two iase sytena with the lanthanum distributed 

between the two jtases Because of large tase vo1u!ie changes this 

type of system was not considered feasible for continuous etractiou. 
Howevcr, isophorone (i, 5, 5, trimethylcyelohexenono-3) , cycle.. 

hcanorte and cyclohanol we obseed to exhibit the saiie proper 

ties without the addition of the lower alcohol, Isoorone was 

chosen for further study because it shoved the lowest volume change 

on equilibration 1ith aqueous thiocycnate solution. 

Table 3. shows the conditions necessary for lanthanum to distri- 
bute between an aqueous tase and an organic thase. These data indi.. 

cate that both thiocyanatø and a cyclic ktone or alcohol are 

necessary for the lanthanum to distribute. While the distribution 

factor for lanthanum is much higher when eyclohecanone is used a 

the organic layer, the miscibility at high thiocyanate concentrations 

i a marked disadvantage in ita use. 



OONDItiOS FOR LANTflMUM DISTRIBTfiION BWEN TWO flS8 

Inttai aueQ11$_2rtiD 3% OOtLQflS Qfldit1Oflø LftOEqUil1braDg 

¡4No.)3 NEL1CNS &queoue Organic Organic Lqueoua Organic Diatribution 
Molarfty Molarity To1ue Solvent Volume Volume Ya1um Faetor 

0.554 0.944 50 Iophrone 50 47.1 52.4 0.0842 

0.554 .944 50 Cyclohexanol 50 4.9 57.3 0,125 

0.554 0.944 50 Ce1ohexanone 50 50.0 48.8 0.260 

50 Cyciohexanone 50 miscible - 
1.89 50 Xsoorone 50 47,1 

0,554 O.941 50 4ethyl Iscbutyl 50 49.9 50.0 nil 
ketone 

EJ 



THIOR?ICAL COSIDAT IONS 

lAnthanum was h*sen for this work because of its avall- 

ability, inexpensiveness, and aingle valency of plus three in 

aqueous solution. (II, pp. 26-295) 

It may be assumed that lanthanum, in aqueous solution, is an 

ion of the form i(3n)j where X in this case is a monovalent 

anion, and n is a small interger or zero. In a solution consisting 

of lanthanum nitte and aanoniam thiocyanste, the nature of X can 

limited to thiocyanate, nitrate or hydroxide. 

The principios of solvent extractlon have recently been out- 

lined by Nartell and Calvin. (15 pp. 45l.468) The method depends 

on the formation of nonionizod complex ooiupounds and their slight 
aolubiuity in water as compared to their solubility in water inis- 
cible organic solvents. In the system sanonium thiocyanate4antha- 

num nitrate-isophorone, there is apparently no chelation taking 

place, The structure for iaorìiorone as shown in Appendix A doesn't 

show any obvious tendency for ring formation as a chelating agent. 

The rather low distribution factcr would load one to pect that 

probably an unionized salt is actually being extracted and there- 

fore, the conditions which would enhance the traction would be 

the sanie s those which would decrease the ionisation of the lan- 

thanum salt. The fact that lanthanun is extracted by only a few 

organic solvents and not by others indieatos that some sort of 

bonding is involved between the lanthanum salt and the isophorone. 



The overall equ5lihriu involved in the transfer of lanthanum 

between the water phase and the organic phase may be represented by 

the following equation: 

(i) + ra CNS) + p i$OPhorOflê( 
) = 

LX(CNS)1(isophorone) + c 

where X - is either CNS, NOÇ or 0H and (o) refers to the trgsnic 

phase and (w) refers to the aqueous pbase We may now define an 

equilibrium constant as: 

(2) [n-q)ra (iaophorone)J [x] q 

[(3-n) 
i p 

LaX J [aNs] [Isophoronj 

Defining a distribution factor D as: 

(3) [n_p(C)m (isoOfle): 
D 

[Ld?z1)J 

We may now write: 

(4) n[xJq 
K z 

[iaophoron1 P 

In order te use the sbo'qe equations, it is necesear t make 

the further assumption that the activity coefficients are constant 

in the rane of concentrations used, This will not g*e a true 

value for K, but it will not affect the values of * e p apprecia- 

bly, while the errore associated with this asaiaption Will be 

partially alie'viated by the uso of logarithmic plots. 
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Taking logarithms of both sides of equation (4) and re- 

arranging: 

(5) l°g D = log OHS -i- p 3og isoorone - q log X + log K 

This is the form of the equation which will be used in deteraining 

, p. attd q. 



As atated betore wider theoretical considerations, X can be 

limited to thiocyanate, hydroxide or nitrate. Equation (5) viii be 

used for thie purpose. 

(5) lag D = a log CNS + p log Isophorone q log I -- log K 

Rewritten in the fozi: 

(6) log B -q log I -I- log X1 

where lo K' = ni log ONS ± p log isophorone + log K 

this equation forms a basis of a method for determining the depen- 

dence of D on hydro4do or nitrate when the rest of the system is 

held essentially eønstant. It will give no infoztion on th1ocyaite 

because or the CNS factor in the log ¡(I 

Table II shows the dependence of the distribution factor on 

the nitrate concentration. The total initial aqueous volume vas 

fifty millilitera in ali eases and vas 0.508 molar in lanthanum 

nitrate and 1.42 rnolar in antonïum thiocyanate. The amnonium nitrate 

solution vas made up from reagent grade ammonium nitrate dissolved 

in distilled water. The stock solution of NHNO vas 3.00 molar. 

Stock slutions of lanthanum nitrate, ammonium thiocyanite and 

nitrate vere pipetted into a separatory funnel and the 

velums was diluted to fifty milliliters with distilled vater. Fifty 

milliliters of isoorcne was added and the mixtw vas shaken for 

fifteen minutes. After shaking, the phasea were separated and the 

volumes noted. The organic layer was back extracted three timos 
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with very dilute nitric acid to renove the Jant'anum. The three 

extractions were combined and the lanthcnuxi precipitated with 

ammonia and ignited for two hours at 3OO°C The lanthanum re- 

maining tu the aqueous layer was determined by difference. 

TABLE II 

VARIATION 0$ D IT}1 NH4NO3 CONCENTRA.TION 

Molarity Aqueous Organic t log D log NH4NO3 
NH4NO3 Volume Volume 

1.524 46.7 53.0 0.1520 -O.8l2 O,l3O 
1.584 47.0 53.0 0.1516 -0.8193 0.1872 

1.644 47.4 5.0 0.1542 -0.8119 0.1914 

1.704 47.3 53.2 O.1514 -O.114 0.19% 
1.764 47.0 53.2 0.1523 -.0.8173 0.l99 
1.824 46.8 53.5 0.1502 -0.8233 0,2038 

Initial oondition 
Aqueene volume 50 mi. 
Organic volume 50 ml. 

I shew a plot of log D vs lo NO3 and baa a s10 o 

-0.02. This reveals that q in this reaction is essentialy zero. 

The nitrate ion is either not directly involved in the reation or 

is not exchanged in forming the oranto soluble complex. 

The same procedure is used in determining the dependence of 

the distribution factor on the hydroxide concentration. In this 

case, it is iapractical to add hydre xide becaure of the foflnation 

of insoluble lanthanum hydroxide and dilute nitric acid wee added 

instead. Equation (6) in the form: 
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(6) log D =-q log Q4 + log K' 

ae reai'ranged to 

(7) log fl q log H + log K11 

where IC11 includes the io factor. Using equation (7) and nitric 

acid, the dependence of the distribution factor on hydroxide s 

determined, 

Table III shows the results of varying the nitric acid cori- 

centration while holding the other variables essentially constant. 

The 0.628 molor rtitric. acid tok solution was made up by dilutiag 

rgent grade nitric acid with distilled water. The other reagents 

and procedure was the same as above for the determination of the 

dependence of distribution factor on the amnionium nitrate oncentrs- 

tiorA. 

TABLIC III 

VARIkTION OF D WITh BNO3 CONCENTIbTION 

Molarity kqueous Organic D log B log HNO 
nNo3 Volume Volume 

0.00000 46.5 53.0 0.1943 -0.721 

0.00134 46.8 53.6 0.1790 -0.747 -2.872 

0.00262 47.9 f2,4 0.1797 .0.746 2.582 

0.00379 49.7 .3 0.1875 -0.727 -2.422 
O.0049? 50.5 529 0.1942 .0.712 -2.304 
o.000i 51.7 5.3 0.1888 0,724 -2.217 

Initial eonditins 
Lqueous volume 50 a1. 

Organic volume 50 ml. 
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Grai± II shom a plot of log D vs log HNO3 and haa a slope af 

0,05, This reveals that the hydroxide ion is not directly involved 

in the reaction or ja not exchanged in forming the organic aolubla 

complex. 

Using the above results equation (1) may be rewritten 

(1-a) Lt43fl)+rnoHs + p ioiorone = LaX (CNS)m (i8OhOEZ'OflO) 

and using the same reasoning as before equstion (4) may be rewritten 

(4a) K D 
- 

(CNS)m (isophorone)P 

These two equtious will te used in determining the variation of 

distribution factor on the isoerone and thiocyanate eonoentrations. 

Equation (4-a) will a1s be used in determining the nature of i. 
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I. 

ri 

020 022 024 026 028 
log (NH4NO3) 

Figure I. - log.D vs Iog(Nl-14NO3) 
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log (HNO3) 
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log (HNO3) 



DEPENDENCE 0F DISTRIBUTION FACTOR ON THE ISOPHO1NE CONCENTRATION 

In the preliminary york on this system it was observed that no 

transfer of lanthanum took place when methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) 

was used as the water immiscible aa, This presumably is because 

the MIBK Wili not combine c.:emioaily with the aqueous lanthanum 

complex. Mixtures of MiBK and isophorone do extract the lanthanum 

complex, however, so it y be assumed that the lanthanum thiocyanate 

isophoirone complex is soluble in MIBK. Isophorone and MiBK are 

miscible in all proportions and MBK was used as an inert diluent 

for the isophorone. 

In determining the dependence of the dietribution factor on 

isophorone concentration, equation (4-a) vili be used: 

(4-a) 1= D 
(CNS)m(isophorone)P 

Taking logarithms and rearranging, equation (8) is obtained. 

(8) log D log K + m log OHS -i- p log isophorone 

If the thiocyanate concentration is held essentially constant, equa- 

tion () ry be simplified to: 

(9) log D = p log isophorcne + log KIU 

where log includes the m log G! term. 

The isoçhorone used was reagent grade arid the purity was greater 

than 98. The results of any minor impurity would show up as a 

constant factor in equation (4-a) and would then Le absorbed in the 

log icm term in equation (1), Atual1y, .n plotting the esutø, 
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the log tenu also ineuded the correetlon factor for converting 

miUfl itere of iaoiiorone in fifty milliliters of' organic layer to 

concentration waits. 

In the periìental procedue, the initial aqueous layer oon- 

ta1ne O491 molar lanthanum nitrate and 1.56 n3ar ammonium thio- 

cyaxiate. tf'ty milliliters of aqueous layer was shaken for fifteen 

minntee iith varying aniounts of Mf.SIc and isophoz'one in fifty muli- 

liters of' organic layer. There was a volume cbange on shaking so 

trnt the value for milliliters of isophorone vas oorrected to muli- 

liters of isoìorone lu fifty milliliters of the organic layer after 

shaking. After equilibrating, the ?anthanu in the organic layer 

'was determined by difference. The distribution factor was deter- 

mined and corrected for the volume change on nthing, 

1ab1e IV shows the deendenoe cf 1) an the isoorone concen- 

tration in the organic layer. The results of these determinations 

are plotted in Grar III . The upper portion of the ctrve indicates 

that only the complex where p = 3 is inportant when the organic layer 

is predominately ieoorone, In the lower concentrations, the 

complexes where p I anI p2 may possibly be present. t 'will be 

noted tbst when log (ml, isophorone) equals 1.699, the organic 3aer 

is entirely isoorone and the curte cannot be extended beyond this. 

klso, in further work with this systea, it was found that when un- 

diluted isophorone is used as the organic solvent, the assumption 

can be made t1t only the p eqi1s three complex is present. The 

presence of the p equals one and two complexes may be illusory 



ThBL IV 

DEPDENCE OF D ON ISOFHORONE CONCER.TION 

MiB Voime after aha1nj J . isooie g fl g ( isooro) 
j. ia. rrectgd 

5 45 50.1 50.1 0.00303 4.99 .-2.519 o.6%1 
lo 40 50.0 50.2 O.005Q4. 9.96 -2.29e 0.9991 
15 35 50.0 503 0.0102 14.9 -1.9914 1.1732 
20 30 49.9 50.7 OOi67 19.7 -1.777 1.2945 

25 25 49.2 50. 0.03V 24.6 -1.4855 1.3909 
30 20 49.6 51.2 0.O50 29.3 -1.237 1.4669 
15 35 49.8 50.4 0.00987 ]4. -2.0057 1.1703 
20 30 49.7 f50. 0.0158 19.7 -1.8014 1.2945 

25 25 493 51.0 0.0299 24.5 -1.5244 1.39Z 
30 20 48.9 51.4 0.0532 29.2 -1.2741 1.4654 

35 15 48.1 52.0 0.0834 33.6 1.0789 1.5263 

40 10 473 52.9 0.122 37.8 .-0.9137 1.5775 
45 5 46.4 53.6 0.155 42.0 -0.8097 1.6232 

LJ 
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I 2 3 
log (ml. ISOPHORONE) 

Figure 3. - log D vs log (ml. ¡sophorone) 
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because small en-0m in the experimental technique would show up se 

quite large errors in the distribution act.or at those low valuea. 



DPENDENGE 07 DISTRIBUTION FtOTOR ON ThIOCt.NA.TE CONCT*AION 

In etab1ishing the dependence of the diBtribut ion factor on 

the th&ocyanate concentratIon it 1 firet necessary to ascertain 

whether X is thocyanate in equation (i-a) and to determine the 

value of n, 

(1-a) a C+ p iaoore = IaX(CNS)(iøoorone) 

Using the yslue of3 tor p in equation (1-a), equation (4-a) 

can be written in the o11owing form. 

(4-b) D = K soi*orone] [eNs] 
' 

An examination of equation (4-b) reveals that D must equal 

zero when thiocyanate equals zero, A plot of D a (CNS)' should be 

a straight line which passes through the origin if the proper 

va).ueø of thiocyanate and m are used. 

A scriec of determ±nntionc wore aiade at 0.495 and 0.248 molar 

lanthanum and varying amounts of thiocyanate. These results are 

shovn in Table V. In all eases, the initial organic layer as fifty 

milliliters of isotorone and the value of p iii equation (4-b) i*e 

conaidered as three, 7he thiocyanate in the aqueous layer was 

determined br titrating vith ilver nitrate to a Thrric ion end 

point. The lanthanwn was determined as before. 

A plot of the results for the deteriinations at 0.248 molar 

lanthanum is shown in rigu'e. 4. The distribution factor is plotted 

against (ONS) for various values of a. In Figure 4, the value of 

(c;NS) used vas the total aqueous thiocyanate concentration. In *12 



D1P4DNCE OF D ON ThIOCYMTE CONOENTBkTION 

t. Initial Aqueouß Lantharnn Molarity 0.495 

Thaee Vo]ee Aqueous Thiocnate D quou Lanthanum [log 1 - 3 log (iophorone log (ciiS) 
Aqueous Orga nic Mo1arity Molazity 

49.2 51.2 O.25 0.0469 O.47 -3.75 -O.589 
4.3 51.9 0.345 0.0681 O.4'74 «.i3,57 -0.462 
48.0 52.6 0.474 0.121 0.444 3,28 -0.325 
47.2 52.9 0.569 0.150 0.432 -3.1? -.0.262 
46.1 54.4 O.69h4 0.222 O.33 -2.92 -0.160 
44.9 55.2 0.769 0.248 0.365 -2.85 -0.115 4.7 51.5 0.218 0.0630 0.473 -3.gl -0.662 
47.6 51.8 0.312 0.08(39 O.46 -3.54 -0.506 
47.3- 53.2 O.44 0.156 0.427 -3,23 -0.316 
46.2 53.6 0.528 0.206 0.39? -.3.08 -0.278 
45.6 54.9 0.696 0.271 0348 -2.90 -0.158 
44.2 55.8 0.748 0319 0.309 -2.78 -0.126 

Lt. Initial Iquou Lanthanuni 4larity 0.248 

48.0 52.0 0.686 0.138 0.223 -3.26 -.0.163 
47.4 53.1 0.905 0.249 0,201 -2.96 -0.044 
46.2 54.4 1.060 0.312 0.192 -2.83 0.025 
45.3 55.1 1.300 0.458 0.167 -2.63 0.134 
64.0 559 1.419 0.537 0.155 -2.52 0.152 
62.6 58.0 1.791 0.658 0.147 -2.38 0.254 



caaei, when the curve is extrapolated t D equa).s zeros 

does not pass through the origin. It should be noted that In this 

case to extpo1ation to D squis zero does not tean that the curve 

does rot actua2 ly pass through the origin but at the concentratiorza 

at which th rneaaurements were made that sorne of the thiocyanate is 

not svailabie to influence the distribution. This resn)t could only 

be caused by sorno of the thiocanate bein coipJexed in a rather 

stable inner in the aqueous layer. At the low Thiocyanate concen- 

trations in the region of the origin, the complex could be expected 

to disassociate arid the curve pass through the origin. 

In Figuro 4, the curve for i equals ti'o i a atraight line with 

the exception of the last point Which is displaced on aU three 

curves. This would indicate that the La (CNST ion is the predominate 

specie in the aqueous layer. The n equal 3 curve exhibits a straight 

line in the region of high Ithiocyanate concentration0 This would be 

expected when the total number of thiocyanate ions in the complex is 

three and the difference between free thiocyanate and total thic- 

cyanate becomes smal3. 

Figure 5 shows the result of assuming the presence of the 

ta (CNS)* ïoì exolusivaly in the aqueous phase. In this case the 

resulting curve &es nas through the origin and eatablihee the 

presence of the La (CNS)« ion, This result is in agreement with the 

results of l4attern, (12, pp. 6365) . In solutions of ionic strength 

of one, lanthanum formed coriplexes of ta et and La NO? in chloride 
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rind nitrate solutions respectively. Using the stability coaøtnts 

for Sn ionic ßtrength of one for conc,entrations which are being used 

in thiø etudy revea)a that 1nthanur21 would be frora 50-70% aseociated 

in chloride ø1utIon as the La ion. The presence of the bulk 

of the lanthanum as La (ONS)* in thiocynnate solutions of these 

concentrations an be reasonably expected. 

Using this infortnation and equation (4-b), the true va]ue oÍ ra 

in equation ( l-a) can be deteined , raking logarithms of equation 

(4-b) and rearranging, equation (10) ta obtained and will be used to 

determine the value of in. 

(io) 1*g D - 3 log isophorone = ra log ONS + log K 

In equation (io) the value of thiecyate uiod must be the free 

aqueous thiocyarte concentration. The niolarity of the free isojiorone 

in the organic Icier is decreased by a significant araount both by the 

lanthanum present and by dilution on equilibrating. This effect can 

be calculated and the correction included. F'igur 6 hovs a plot of 

clog D - 3 log (isoifrrone)J vs log CNS The value of thiocyanate 

used here is the total aqteous thiecyanate minus the aqueous lantharna 

concentration. This aniounts to assuming that all of the lanthanum is 
present as a (oisJ. The slope of the curve for 0.495 molar lantha- 

nurn is 1.90. while the experLnental points show sorne variat;Lon, the 

deviation in the siope from two may be clue to the fact that assuming 

that all of the lanthanum presett i3 in the form of the La (CNSX ion 

is not entirely correct, The value of the slope ftr the O.24ß molar 



lanthanum ± probably du to the fact thztt nuch her free thio- 
cyinte concentrations arc being wed and the error associated with 

the asumptioa of the t (CNS) ion is rninirized. It is pxrent 

frn this work that most but riot all of the lanthanum i proent lu 

the aquEu:u8 layer a the La (CS) io n. The proportion of lia (CNSJW 

iresent in the 0.248 aoiar lanthanum solutions wed bere is rrobab1y 

very high. quatior (1-a) may now be written in the final form. 

(1-a) I 2 CNS+ 3 iooroie Ia (ONS)3 (isoorone). 
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3]. 

DISCUSSION 

The reu1ta of this ivestgtion show that icnthariux trinafer8 

froi an aquoou thiocyarte phase to an organic isophorone phase in 

accordance with the follewing eqtution, 

(i-a) b CN + 2 CNS ± 3 iaophore I (CNS)3 (isophorone)3 

In the deternLtnation of the dependence of D on the ohorone 

oncentratian, the aasuznptlori waa Me that the thiccnate conoen- 

tration re7:naind essentially øonstant. After determining the values 

of r and n in equation (1-a), a recalculation was niade of the depen- 

dence of D ort the isophorone ononntration including the corrections 

fcr the change in thiocnate concentration. The value of p in 

equation (l-a) was 3.07 wben the constancy of the thiocnate con- 

centration was aasuisd and 2.94 when the corrections for changing 

thiocyanate concentrations ere included in the calculation. Both 

of these values vary fron three by about two percent and eonfii the 

validity o? the inhti1 assumption, 

The foiu1a La : îothorona) atisfios th tonic valency 

of plus three fori 1arthanum and aleo satifieø the coordination 

v1ency ot wbc for lanthanum. 
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CALCUlATION 0' VALW'S PLOFD IN GW1fli 6 

In plotting Gi 6, equation (lo) was used. 
(lo) log D - 3 log (isophorone) = m log (CNS) + leg K 

(a) Calculating og D - 3 log (isor*ioroñà)J 

The value of isophorone used here was the molarity of the 

ieoj*orone in the organic layer wbieh was not complexed to the 

lanthanum. 

Fomixaenaity1r 1000 1 Totel isophorc'ne molarity 
t14. W, isophoroneJ Lerganic volwaej 

Organic lanthanum nolarity 
Wt. 1A20 in organic [ _ 000 

4. W. LaØ3 J Loranic voiumgj 

Total isotorone -3 (molarity organic lanthanum) = 

molarity of uncomplexed isophorone 

E log D - 3 log (isophorone is then obtained from the above value, 

(b) Calculating log (CNS) 

The value used here was the nolarity of uncomplexed aqueous 

thiocyanate assuming that all of the aqueous lanthanum was in the 

fo La (CNS)t 
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Total aqueous thiocyanate molarity aquecus lanthanum molarity 

uncomplexed thiocyanato molarity. 

Sample Calculation 

Calculating the first value in Table V is as follows: 

(a) log D - 3 log (isophorone) 

Total isoorone inolarity [50 c 
.9255ga/ 

1 -6 52 
138.2gm 1L51.2m1j 

Orgsnie lanthanum molarity = 
°] 0,024 

Uncoinpiexed isophorone 6.52 - (3) (0.024) 6.45 molar 

og D - 3 log (isophorone) z-1.330 - (3)(.809) -3.75 

(b) log CONS) 

Total aqneous thiecyanate = 0.746 molar 

Aqueous lanthanum z 0.478 molar 

0.746 - 0.478 = 0.258 molar uncomplexed thiocyanata 

log (CNS) = 0,589 


